
TOP TIP                                        

NURSERY Choose a letter from s a t p and collect pictures of things that 
begin with that sound. Write the letter. 
RECEPTION Choose a digraph from sh  th  ch and collect pictures of things 
that begin with that sound. Can you write the word? 

 

Friday 12th January 

Welcome back and Happy New Year! We hope you all 

had a good holiday. The children were very excited to 

talk about what they had done. We are looking forward 

to your fantastic children continuing to make progress 

in all the areas this term. 

This half term’s topic is transport and our theme book 

this week has been Mr Little’s Noisy Car by Richard 

Fowler. 

We have read sentences about cars that included some 

describing words and made up our own sentences. Lots 

of us were able to use phonics to spell the words. We 

have made cars from junk modelling materials and from construction 

kits and some of our models had moving wheels. The junk models are on 

display in The Atrium. We made a lift-the-flap page with an animal in 

the car, just like in the book and we wrote a caption to go on our page. 

We have counted and added amounts of wheels together. Some of us 

collected information about the colour of our family cars and recorded 

it on charts. Well done to Nancy Day who worked out how many wheels 

ten cars would have.  

We will be starting the school Reading Challenge next 

week. You will need to record by a signature each day 

that your child reads to you at home. When they have 

read 25 times they will receive a certificate in the 

celebration assembly on Friday then work towards the 

next 25 throughout the year. The signing sheet is in your 

child’s book folder. 

Waveney Class’s star of the week is Oscar Eaves. He has worked 

especially hard with his reading, writing and phonics this week. Well 

done, Oscar, we hope you have fun with star the pony! 

Have a good weekend!  The Early Years Team 

 


